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ABSTRACT
This paper presents recent developments of the EVERTims project,
an auralization framework for virtual acoustics and real-time room
acoustic simulation. The EVERTims framework relies on three
independent components: a scene graph editor, a room acoustic
modeler, and a spatial audio renderer for auralization. The framework was first published and detailed in [1, 2]. Recent developments presented here concern the complete re-design of the scene
graph editor unit, and the C++ implementation of a new spatial
renderer based on the JUCE framework. EVERTims now functions as a Blender add-on to support real-time auralization of any
3D room model, both for its creation in Blender and its exploration
in the Blender Game Engine. The EVERTims framework is published as open source software: http://evertims.ircam.
fr.
1. INTRODUCTION
Auralization is “the process of rendering audible, by physical or
mathematical modeling, the sound field of a source in space [. . . ]
at a given position in the modeled space” [3]. Room acoustic
auralization generally relies on Room Impulse Responses (RIR),
either measured or synthesized. An RIR represents the spatiotemporal distribution of reflections in a given room upon propagation from an emitter (source) to a receiver (listener). Fig. 1 details
several conceptual components of an RIR.
Auralization has some history of being used in architectural
design, e.g. for the subjective evaluation of an acoustic space during the early stage of its conception [4]. It also serves for perceptually evaluating the impact of potential renovation designs on existing spaces. Auralization is often used as a supplement to objective
parameter metrics [5, 6, 7]. While previously limited to industry
and laboratory settings, auralization is now receiving particular attention due to the emergence of Virtual Reality (VR) technologies
[8, 9]. Lately, most research has been driven by the need for (1)
real-time optimization and (2) accuracy and realism of the simulated acoustics [10, 11, 12], where these two goals drive developments in opposing directions. The phenomenon is similar to the
race for real-time lighting engines and the advent of programmable
shaders [13].
An overview of the many available techniques for simulating
the acoustics of a given geometry has been presented in [4, 10,
14], detailing both ray-based [15, 16] and wave-based techniques
[17, 18]. Ray-based techniques are based on a high frequency approximation of acoustic propagation as geometric rays, ignoring
diffraction and other wave effects. They usually outperform wavebased techniques regarding calculation speed.

Figure 1: Theoretical plot (not generated in EVERTims) illustrating the conceptual components of a RIR: direct path, early reflections, and late reverberation. EVERTims relies on an image source
model to simulate the early reflections, and an FDN to generate the
late reverberation.

A further distinction is made here between ray-based techniques, referring to the family of methods based on the geometrical acoustics hypothesis, and ray-tracing techniques [19], one of
its subfamily. As detailed in [2], the EVERTims room acoustic
modeler relies on an image source technique [16] (ray-based). The
implementation is based on a beam tracing algorithm [2], focused
on real-time estimation of specular early reflections.
A number of geometrical acoustic simulation programs have
been developed having auralization capabilities, either tailored for
architectural acoustics [20, 21, 22] or acoustic game design [23,
24], e.g.: 3DCeption Spatial Workstation1 , DearVR2 , and VisiSonics RealSpace 3D3 (as most of these programs are closed-source,
the authors cannot guarantee that they are strictly based on geometrical acoustic models). The level of realistic detail achieved is
typically inversely proportional to the real-time capabilities. The
ambition in developing EVERTims has been to combine the accuracy of the former and the performance of the latter, much like
the approach of the RAVEN [25] based plugin presented in [22].
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Figure 2: Functional units of the EVERTims framework.

It does not claim to outperform any of the above-mentioned softwares, but rather to provide a reliable, simple, and extensible tool
for acousticians, researchers, and sound designers.
The main contribution of this paper is to present the evolution
of the EVERTims project since its first publication in [2]. Recent
developments include the implementation of a standalone auralization rendering unit and a Blender add-on for controlling the auralization process. Sec. 3 introduces the Blender add-on, which
replaces the previously implemented VirChor scene graph editor.
Only minor revisions have been made to the room acoustic modeler that is briefly described in Sec. 4. The implementation of the
new auralization and spatial audio rendering unit is described in
Sec. 5. Sec. 6 summarizes the current state of the framework and
outlines future developments.
2. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Fig. 2 shows the functional units of the EVERTims framework.
The scene graph editor handles the room geometry and the acoustic
properties of the wall surface materials, referred to as the room’s
Geometrical Acoustic (GA) model, as well as the user interaction.
This editor, implemented as a Blender add-on, provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) from which the room acoustic modeler,
the auralization unit, and the real-time auralization process (i.e.
initiating the data exchange between the functional units) can be
started. The room acoustic modeler runs as a background subprocess, while the auralization unit runs as a standalone application.
In order to support the interchangeability of algorithms the
main functional units are fully encapsulated and self-contained.
The communication and data exchange is based on the Open Sound
Control (OSC) protocol [26]. This allows the distribution of subtasks to different computers, or to run the entire environment on
a single computer. During the auralization, the Blender add-on
streams GA model information, along with listener and source positions, to the acoustic modeler. Based on these data, the acoustic
modeler builds a list of image sources, corresponding to a minimum reflection order defined at start-up (see Sec. 4). These image
sources, along with an estimated reverberation time for the current GA model, are then sent to the auralization unit. The Blender
add-on also streams source and listener transformation matrices
to the auralization unit. Based on the data issued from both the
add-on and the modeler, the auralization unit generates and spatialises image sources as early reflections, as well as constructs the
late reverberation. An additional callback can be initiated by the
add-on to display the results of the acoustic modeler simulation as
reflection paths drawn in the 3D scene for monitoring.
EVERTims uses an iterative refinement procedure and computes higher reflection orders progressively. Whenever there is a
change in the geometry or a sound source position, an approximate beam-tree up to the minimum reflection order is computed.

The visible paths are then sent to the auralization unit. When there
is no change, it continues to compute the solution up to the next
reflection order until the chosen maximum order is reached. When
a listener moves, visibility tests are computed for all the paths in
the beam-trees for that listener and changes are sent to the auralization unit. Changes in source/listener orientation do not affect
the beam-tree and visibility of paths; there is no need to perform
any recalculation. A change to the geometry or the source position
is computationally expensive, as it requires a new computation of
the underlying beam tree, reconstructing the beam-tree up to the
minimum order, and beginning the iterative order refinement of
the solution once again.
For architects and acousticians, the core feature of the framework is to provide both a reactive auralization during room design
and exploration, providing an interactive rendering based on the
actual geometry of the space, and an accurate auralization for final
room acoustics assessment. The same framework allows for integration into game engines for real-time applications. At any time,
intermediate rendering results can be exported as an RIR in different audio formats (e.g., binaural, Ambisonic), suitable for use in
any convolution-based audio renderer.
3. SCENE GRAPH EDITOR AND 3D VISUALIZATION
The EVERTims scene graph editor and 3D visualizations are handled in Blender. The add-on is written in Python, integrated in
Blender 3D View Toolbox. The approach is similar to the one
proposed in [27]. The add-on itself handles EVERTims specific
data (GA, assets import, OSC setup, etc.) and processes. To start
the auralization, the add-on requires four specific EVERTims elements: room, source, listener, and logic. These elements can either
be defined from existing objects in the scene, or imported from an
assets library packaged with the add-on.
The source and listener can be attached to any object in the
3D scene. The room can be defined from any mesh geometry;
the add-on does not apply any checks on the room geometry (e.g.,
convexity, closed form), allowing EVERTims to work for open or
sparse scenes as well as closed spaces. An acoustic material must
be assigned to each room mesh face. The wall surface materials
are defined in the EVERTims materials library, imported from the
assets pack, and shared with the room acoustic modeler unit (see
Sec. 4). Each acoustic material is defined by a set of absorption coefficients (10 octave bands: 32 Hz–16 kHz).The materials library
consists of a human-readable text file which is easy to modify and
extend.
The logic object handles the parameters of the Blender add-on
when EVERTims is running in game engine mode for real-time auralization. This mode uses the Blender Game Engine for building
virtual walkthroughs. Its counterpart, the EVERTims edit mode,
auralizes the room model in real-time during design and creation
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the room acoustic model consisting of visible reflection paths and
their accumulated material attenuation are sent to the audio renderer. The reflection path message also contains the “first reflection point” for implementing the source directivity (see Sec. 5).
The generic form of an image source message is:
pathID order r1x r1y r1z rNx rNy rNz dist abs0 ... abs9

Figure 3: Simplified Blender interface during an EVERTims auralization session. The EVERTims add-on is displayed on the left
panel. The “reflection path” debug mode has been activated to
monitor the output of the acoustic modeler (reflection paths) for
the current geometry.

phases. Both modes rely on the same evertims Python module,
called either from add-on GUI callbacks or logic bricks attached to
the EVERTims logic object. Fig. 3 illustrates the Blender interface
during an EVERTims auralization session in edit mode.
During an auralization session, callbacks of the evertims
Python module stream GA related information along with listener
and source positions to the acoustic modeler. In edit mode, any
room geometry modifications and changes of the wall surface materials are forwarded to the acoustic modeler for real-time updates
of the auralization unit. Spatial and temporal thresholds can be defined to throttle the update mechanism, e.g., the minimum amount
of movement required for either source or listener to send an update status in order to control communication traffic in the case of
head-tracker jitter. For monitoring and debugging, simulation results can be visualized as rays in the 3D scene. This is depicted in
Fig. 3. In addition, a low-priority thread can be started to output
local or acoustic modeler subprocess logs to the Blender console.
4. ROOM ACOUSTIC MODELER
This section gives a brief description of the room acoustic modeler
unit (see [2] for details). The modeler unit is a console application,
implemented in C++. Upon reception of the room geometry and
listener & source positions, the modeler unit constructs a beam
tree for the current scene geometry. The maximum height of this
tree is defined by the highest simulated reflection order passed as a
parameter to the modeler. From this tree, a list of image sources is
generated and sent to the auralization unit. For visualization, a list
of acoustic paths is sent back to the Blender add-on (see Fig. 3).
This iterative order refinement of the solution ensures a reactive
auralization for dynamic scenes and high accuracy for scenes with
fixed source(s) position(s) and room geometry.
Each specular reflection path is characterized by its direction
of arrival relative to the listener, propagation delay, absorption
due to frequency-dependent material properties, and air absorption
(currently not used by the auralization unit, see Sec. 6). Results of

(1)

where [r1x , r1y , r1z ] and [rNx , rNy , rNz ] are the position vectors of
the first and last reflections respectively, dist is the length of the
whole reflection path, and absM is the absorption coefficient for
the M th octave band.
As the reflection paths can only be computed up to a limited
order in real-time, a statistical model, currently based on Sabine’s
formula [28], approximates the late reverberation time of the current room. The reverberation time is estimated per octave band and
sent to the auralization unit’s feedback delay network processor.
The room acoustic modeler runs on multiple threads: one for
input processing, one for updating visibility changes, and one for
calculating new solutions. The modeler supports multi-source &
multi-listener scenarios. It can achieve interactive update rates
for a moving listener while calculating up to 7th -order reflections
(for frequency-dependent surface absorption characteristics), with
a model containing less 1000 polygons. A complete characterization of the EVERTims modeler unit, including performance assessment and an evaluation of its simulation fidelity as compared
to other auralization engines, is presented in [2].
5. SPATIAL AUDIO RENDERING FOR AURALIZATION
The general architecture of the auralization unit is detailed in Fig. 4.
The unit is implemented in C++ using the JUCE framework4 and
packaged as a standalone application. At present, the auralization
unit is designed for binaural playback over headphones and processes either an audio file or a microphone input signal.
To each image source sent by the acoustic modeler is associated a delayed tap of the current audio input (e.g., audio file
buffer). To this tap is applied an attenuation proportional to the
length of the whole reflection path of the image source. A frequency specific attenuation is then applied, based on the absM
coefficients in Msg. (1). The number of bands of the filter-bank
used for signal frequency decomposition can be defined from 3–
10. The 3-band option is designed for simulations with a large
number of image sources and/or for architectures with reduced
CPU resources. To further reduce CPU consumption, the filterbank implementation is based on successively applied low-pass
filters (e.g., see implementation in [29]) rather than a series of parallel bandpass filters.
The [r1x , r1y , r1z ] position vector of Msg. (1) along with the
source orientation are used to compute each image source’s specific Direction of Departure (DoD). Based on this DoD and a directivity diagram loaded from a GeneralTF SOFA file (Spatially
Oriented Format for Acoustics5 , cf. [30, 31]), an octave-band specific directivity attenuation is applied to the image source audio
buffer. The current implementation proposes a basic set of predefined directivity diagrams (omnidirectional, cardioid, etc.).
The resulting audio buffers of each image source are encoded
in 3rd -order Ambisonics and summed to create a single Ambisonics stream sound-field. The sound-field is then decoded to binaural, based on the virtual speaker approach [32]. For line-of-sight
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Figure 4: General architecture of the auralization engine.

scenarios, the audio tap of the direct path is handled by a dedicated binaural encoder rather than to the Ambisonic processing
unit. The objective of this direct encoding, already applied in the
previous version of the auralization unit [2], is to further increase
the accuracy of the perceived sound source location. Both decoding schemes are based on filters dynamically loaded from a SimpleFreeFieldHRIR SOFA file. The interpolation of incomplete HRIR
measurement grids is not yet supported by the auralization unit,
being handled via Matlab routines at the moment.
While the acoustic modeler efficiently computes high reflection orders for static geometries, it uses a “low reflection order
mode” for dynamic geometries. The auralization unit then simulates the late reverberation using a Feedback Delay Network (FDN)
[33]. The current FDN implementation uses 16 feedback channels
with mutually prime delay times, and thus assures for a high modal
density in all frequency bands to avoid any “ringing tone” effect.
The FDN input, output, and feedback matrices are tailored to limit
inter-channel correlation and optimize network density [34]. The
delays and gains are defined following the approach taken in [34],
to match the frequency-specific room response time estimated by
the room acoustic modeler. For spatial audio playback, the FDN
outputs are encoded into 1st -order Ambisonics. The 16 decorrelated output signals are mapped to the four 1st -order Ambisonics
channels (e.g., the outputs 0, 4, 8, and 12 are summed to Ambisonic channel 0) to simulate diffuse late reverberation. Higherorder Ambisonics encoding for high-resolution binaural playback
is planned for future updates.
The simulated RIRs can be exported as an audio file in binaural or Ambisonic formats. In addition, all auralization parameters
and results (source, listener, and image sources positions, image
sources absorption coefficients, etc.) can be exported as a text file
for use in other programs.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the latest developments of the EVERTims
framework. The aim of the underlying project is to design an accurate auralization tool to support research and room acoustic design.
Besides accuracy, the framework is focused on real-time rendering
for the auralization of dynamic environments. Its integration as a
Blender add-on allows for real-time assessment of room acoustics
during its creation.
Each unit of the EVERTims framework is available as an open
source project. These units can be used separately for integration in any other framework. Sources, tutorials, recordings and exchange protocol information are available on the EVERTims website: http://evertims.ircam.fr.
Latest developments mainly concerned the re-design of the
EVERTims framework interface and the integration of its different components. The novel Blender add-on simplifies the control
of the overall auralization simulation, providing end-users with a
state-of-the-art mesh editing tool in the process. The implementation of the auralization and spatial audio rendering unit as a JUCE
C++ graphical application, rather than a PureData patch, should
simplify future maintenance and cross-platform compatibility. The
new auralization unit now supports the SOFA format to import either HRIR or source directivity patterns.
Foreseen short-term developments include multi-source and
multi-listener integration along with cross-platform support. The
acoustic modeler unit already supports multi-source and multilistener, the feature only lacks its counterpart in the auralization
unit. The auralization engine is available as a cross-platform application, thanks to the versatility of the JUCE framework. Only
minor modifications to the Blender add-on will be required to support both features. Once the multi source/listener support is implemented, a performance comparison of the framework against exist-
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ing auralization solutions will be conducted. This comparison will
concern both auralization accuracy and efficiency, following that
presented in [2]. The assessment will be conducted on the ESPRO
model (available from the EVERTims website), a 3D reproduction
of the IRCAM projection space [35].
The Sabine based statistical model used for estimation of the
room response decay time will be replaced by an Eyring based
model [36], or other more modern methods taking into account
some simple geometrical room properties [37]. The estimation
will focus on early decay times, rather than on the current RT60
room reverberation time, as these are more relevant from a perceptual point of view. Spatial Impulse Response Rendering [38]
or DirAC [39] methods will be considered for the encoding of the
diffuse field generated from FDN outputs.
A graphical editor to handle acoustic material creation and
modification will be added to the add-on, along with an editor for
source directivity.
The impact of room temperature, humidity, etc. on frequencyspecific air absorption is not implemented at the moment (propagation damping in Fig. 4 is based on the inverse propagation law
only). This feature will soon be added to the auralization unit,
applied to both image sources and FDN absorption gains.
The impact of surface scattering on image sources propagation
will be integrated into both modeler and auralization units, based
on an hybrid approach similar to that suggested in [40]. The Binary Space Partitioning used in the room acoustic modeler unit to
handle the room geometry [2] will be replaced by a Spatial Hashing implementation [41], optimized for dynamic geometry updates
(see [42] and Fig. 3 of [43]).
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